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1  Method of Investigation

because, in the 20th century, art departed from the principles of “beauty” and “technique.” The 
natural idea of characterizing a work of art by its intrinsic attributes, such as representation, 

The following working hypotheses are used as premises of this study.

in different academic disciplines in the vicinity.
-

paradigm conversion.

be regarded as evidence that a new theory can be proposed at that position.

Assumptions 1 and 2 are derived from the possibility that multiple disciplines are likely to be 
included in a higher discipline that integrates them. Though Assumption 1 explicitly refers only to 

-
phism between distant disciplines.

theoretical.

1 to determine if two comparison tables can be generated neatly. The areas of 

1

value,” there is a third usage of “theory” which refers to a collection of disciplines. By convention, in this 
paper, the term “theory” will be used for all three meanings, but we do not specify the meaning in each case 
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of “good” and thus corresponds to the consideration of traditional understandings of art, which has 
been characterized by the idea of “beauty” and its derivative aesthetic properties. Gender theory, on 
the other hand, attempts to rearrange existing categories by the recent transgenderism and queer 

art, which must accommodate the tide of postmodernist art that appears to be severed from aesthetic 
nature and aesthetic value. 

-
tional paradigm, and to uproot and transform it—normative ethics and gender theory, which try to 
systematize traditional ideas and category conversion, respectively, should be used as optimal 
reference systems.

begin, I will clarify the two positions of meta-ethics that respond to differences in views on whether 

-
sponding to the distinction between cognitivism and non-cognitivism in meta-ethics. This is an 
intuitively fundamental and indispensable correspondence for the theory of value, and it is only 

Going down from the level of meta-theory, let us examine some dominant theories in the cogni-
tivism domain. Although any cognitivist theory can be copied as a mirror image into the non-cogni-
tivist position, it is recognized at the meta-level as “just pretending to be the cognitivist theory,” and 

matters. Therefore, we will consider only the cognitive version for each theory. In other words, we 
examine which theories of normative ethics correspond to each theory that claims that art can be 

ethics.

-
sentative.

-
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ticness” of each art form, and is thus considered to be the counterpart of virtue ethics in normative 

which together form the “good.”
Gaut-Dutton’s cluster account enumerates “artistic stereotypes” as criteria, and states that objects 

number of criteria.” This corresponds to libertarianism, as it supports a position that allows any 
“intuitively non-harmful conduct.” Instead of questioning the grounds of goodness, the idea is to 

contentless principle of “liberty” or “freedom.” The cluster account deserves to be called libertari-

-

common form of reducing the concept of “art” to a combination of more basic concepts, such as 
“form,” “expression,” “organism,” “intuition,” or “emotion,” in accordance with traditional 
mainstream essentialist views of art and can be called reductionist essentialism.

Under the current situation where it is almost clear that a work of art cannot be distinguished from 

in a broader sense or be supported by some additional concept, perhaps psychological or biological. 

counterpart theories in normative ethics are consequentialism, which reduces “good” to the effects of 
actions such as “pleasure”, “happiness”, “utility”, etc., and rationalism, which reduces “good” to 
formal aspects such as “universality”, and “logic”.

Among students in normative ethics, utilitarianism, a version of consequentialism— which 
emphasizes the experiential aspect of individuals—and deontology—a version of rationalism which 
emphasizes universalizable motives—are often viewed as being diametrically opposite. Moreover, 
they form the two most prominent schools of normative ethics and overwhelm all other theories. If 
these two main polar theories form a single group as reductionist essentialism in correspondence with 
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any broad sense) properties of individual objects but by relational properties; in other words, the 

-

In a community that respects utilitarian judgments, utilitarianism is the correct theory, and in a 
community that prioritizes honor, a certain system of virtue ethics is true, where right and wrong are 
determined by honor and its associated virtues. Social constructionism, in this sense, is a kind of 

regards art as a culture unique to Western civilization. This is because institutionalists regard art not 
-

tions.

maintaining an authentic relation with some art of a previous era, but this also regards art as a local 
causal line connected to one source. With respect to the supreme authority of temporal origin, it can 
be thought of as corresponding to the divine command theory that ethical principles were established 

the way the work of art has been treated in the past” corresponds certainly to the command of “an act 

theory, differ in that the former is circular, while the latter is recursive with a base case. For an 
institutionalist, “art” that differs among institutions has no base case outside the institutions. Similarly, 
“good” which differs among communities, has no base case anymore. For a historicist, the correct 

Likewise, the correct content of God’s command is determined by the physical fact that it is written 
in the Bible.

into a correspondingly easy-to-understand structure, although including a slightly distorted factor. 

the tradition of conceptual analysis of value theory.
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concept “good.”
First, the gender-theoretical position corresponding to the pluralist theory of buck passing reminds 

us of the concept of “third gender or more” that abandons gender dualism. On the other hand, the 
other pluralistic theory, but without using discrete disjunctive categories, is the cluster account of art. 

exceeding the binary gender contrast, the former, which captures gender identity as a spectrum of 
intermediate genders, and the latter, which understands gender identity by combining various 
coordinate axes such as sex, race, ethnicity, and social hierarchy, certainly corresponds to Lopez’s 
position and Gaut-Dutton’s position, which regard “art” as a complex whole in each way.

-

theory that gender is determined by body design, especially genitalia and chromosomes. According 
to this position, gender is not a sex-independent attribute; it is only a higher-order attribute emerging 
from genitalia. In other words, it is gender nominalism.

Gender nominalism is a view that regards gender simply as statistical sex differences, not any 
basic entity or property, so it is compatible with gender-free thesis and equivalent to radical feminism 
or gender-critical feminism that adheres to the assertion of the rights of biological women. In terms 
of transgender, gender nominalism would be equivalent to transsexual fundamentalism, which states 
that subjective gender identity alone is not enough to change legal gender, but that at least sex 
reassignment surgery is required.

but on external systems. This corresponds to gender realism, which is based on social and institutional 
-

feminism or inclusive feminism, which recognizes legal gender identity by subjective gender identity 

the artworld.
Institutional and social recognition and individual decisions are, in fact, vastly different. However, 
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by inheriting historical gender treatment, that is, gender expression and gender roles. It is equivalent 
to patriarchal genderism, gender essentialism, or now, gender backlash.

can be seen in both transfeminism and gender backlash. An individual’ s gender identity is a concept 
that can only be explained circularly if it can only be explained as “I am a man” and “I am a woman.” 
In this sense, the institutionalism of art and transfeminism correspond to each other. Gender essen-

expression / gender role of masculinity” and “gender expression / gender role of femininity” that 
emerged historically and evolutionarily.

theory—the most radical of transfeminism,2 and the most conservative of gender stereotypes. It may 
be said that the heuristic possibility of philosophy of art, highlighting the unfamiliar potential of the 
conservative patriarchal tendency inherent in transgenderism, is impressively demonstrated here.

4

-

words, it is natural to expect that the way reductionist ethical theories that have formed the mainstream, 

In fact, early improvements in utilitarianism could be diverted as options to modify the aesthetic 

utilitarianism. The other is the revision that seems to have already been conceived in Bentham’s 
thought. The former is that “pleasure,” the ultimate unit of utilitarian calculation, came to be weighted 
not only by quantitative criteria, but also by qualitative criteria. The latter is that the utility calculation 
applied to individual acts has been replaced by the utility calculation applied to the general rules of 
acts.

2
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 The speculation that both of these tactics in normative ethics will also have a counterpart in art’s 

equivalent to tactics that enlarge the extension of aesthetic properties or aesthetic experiences. For 

art that realizes a new kind of aesthetic category, which due to its non-perceptual atmosphere, 
provides an aesthetic experience in meta-level perception. Alternatively, the function of providing 
intellectual stimulus by betraying expectations of ordinary artistic pleasure may be reasonably 
accommodated in the traditional framework as a kind of traditional aesthetic category of “irony” 

The introduction of the qualitative standard of pleasure was a tactic to save utilitarianism from the 
fall to hedonism by strict selection of “the elements emphasized in utilitarian calculation,” namely, 

counterexamples by loosening rather than tightening the standard of “aesthetic.” In that sense, we 
have adopted a starkly contradictory tactic to that adopted in normative ethics. However, both of 
these tactics introduce anti-hedonic and anti-vulgar factors, so they still follow the isomorphism of 

utilitarianism to rule utilitarianism? The utilitarian tactic was to shift the category of what is morally 

art but as a performance. Alternatively, if the work has already been viewed as a performance, we 
must expand it to include the background of the performance and re-identify it as a process. 
Furthermore, if the work is already understood as a sort of process art, it could be further expanded 

Conceptual art has not only been understood as a plastic art, but has also been positioned in the 
framework of various regulatory art forms such as music, drama, performance, and poetry. However, 
as for conceptual works that hardly depend on perceptual properties, the boundaries of the work can 
be broadened as much as the production act, process, or even event incorporated into the work’s 
intrinsic properties. Then, the work will be viewed as an involvement in artistic issues in general 
rather than a conventional “work” in a narrow sense, and will have clear aesthetic qualities at some 

rule utilitarian tactic.
Interpreting any artwork as an action, process, or event is the treatment to convert a judgment 
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act of making it are both physical phenomena. However, the act of creation does not always form a 
spatiotemporally continuous entity, or even display sporadic unorganized miscellaneous behavior, 
but it is likely that it must be understood also as an abstract object simply termed an “affair” or a 

boundaries of the individual target.
Utilitarianism is currently the only viable option in many practical contexts of educational settings 

studies are still integrated with aesthetics.

in a theoretical context. Although utilitarianism has considerably improved in its theoretical coping, 

ultimately gained substantive content through aesthetic experience such as “appreciation” indicates 

which the theory that should form the mainstream has been shaken. First, by comparing it with 

ethics.

theory is perhaps a certain form of gender nominalism.

5

Then, I would like to highlight two extrapolation by-products obtained from the search for cross-
cultural isomorphism, as attempted in this paper.3 Guided by the four assumptions, we were able to 
verify the structural correspondence of the three disciplines, and this is positioned as a provisional 
result to proceed with drawing a cultural isomorphism that includes many other disciplines. The 
prospect of drawing such a comprehensive isomorphism could have delineated a new policy of art’s 

-
lation.

3

In the text, it is sometimes argued that various cultural areas themselves show an isomorphic correspondence, 
but that correspondence is epistemological when various cultural areas are grasped as research subjects, and 
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aforementioned, that “advancement” and “conservativeness” often coincide. Looking in the opposite 

in its spirit is subject to a very traditional, conventional, authoritarian regime established long before 
the advent of expressionism and formalism. This concurrently provides a perspective to re-evaluate 

the surface. The two dominant theories appeared to correspond to reductionist essentialism because 
we focused on ethics in a narrow sense. If we extend the discussion to include political philosophy 
into ethics, libertarianism and communitarianism will no longer be minor theories. Thus, it can be 

-
tialism.

It was necessary to mobilize libertarianism as the counterpart of the cluster theory, and communi-
tarianism and cultural relativism as institutionalism because normative ethics under the current 

ethics and political philosophy must be integrated to complete a moral study comparable to art’s 

far as comparing the three disciplines, we merely demonstrate that majority voting has resulted in the 
loss of normative ethics. Creating a correspondence table with some other discipline rather than 

6

paper.

namely ethics, gender, science, religion, politics, education, economy, philosophy, sports, etc., which 

-

The motivation for “searching for cross-cultural isomorphism” itself came from my pre-conceived 

premise of this paper. However, by actually developing the discussion, the “search for cross-cultural 
-
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weakened or modest attempts are adopted, which extract artistic and non-artistic aspects within each 

individual works. For individual or collective activities, relationships, events, conditions, etc., we can 

but by the “affair.” This is because in a holistic map, there are few cultural territories where produced 

which the subject can be set as the unit of research in the form of “work” or “writing,” such as 

gender, and economics, where products of essential acts take various forms that are ambiguous in 
their proper framing or delineation, are more common. Thus, from the perspective of a holistic 

distinction between art and non-art should not only be made in terms of clearly demarcated works but 
also in terms of vague “business,” “relationships,” and “ideas” whose boundaries have not been 
determined.

Revisions in this direction are derived from understanding conceptual art by category conversion, 
“from work to production circumstance” which was noticed earlier in response to the trend from act 
utilitarianism to rule utilitarianism. However, this revision requires a fundamental abstraction that 
combines expansion, synthesis, reduction, and analysis more than the earlier revision that basically 
relies only on “expansion” or “category level raise,” which specializes in the aestheticization of 
conceptual art. In addition, it is a revision that seeks to recreate the concept of art as a “culture in 
which all concrete and abstract objects coexist as the same basic unit,” correcting the biased view of 
art that overemphasizes “works” that include process art or environmental art as a very small part.

“function.” The only way to differentiate each area of culture is to appeal to the social division of 
labor entrusted to each area, so the characterization by each “function” is inevitable.

utilitarianism or deontology in normative ethics and gender nominalism in gender theory—fall into 

occupies a very promising position.
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